
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I'll be _______ humble _______ you please.1. as as

According to Berosus the civilization was brought to Mesopotamia by
Oannes and six other beings, who, _______ himself, were half man, half fish,
and that they came from the Indian Ocean.

2.
like

The reason for this was that the old gentleman rabbit always gave his
animal boy or girl visitors some chocolate peppermints, or marshmallow
candies, or something _______ that, and of course Jacko and Jumpo were
always glad to go to his house.

3.

like

It seemed _______ if he was talking through honey.4. as

She had forgotten Mahng, she had forgotten to paddle, she had forgotten
everything, in her wonder at this strange, beautiful thing, the _______ of
which had never before been seen upon the Glimmerglass.

5.
like

_______ they entered, a captain approached.6. As

Smith lay quite still _______ he had fallen.7. as

She felt _______ if she were being crowded against a wall.8. as

The chapeau bras was a three-cornered hat, the _______ of which you and
I have never seen, except in very old pictures.
9. like

One must be brought up to Rags, _______ everything else, and you were
not.
10. like

He looks back weakly _______ he goes.11. as

_______ a general rule, it is false.12. As

He had vanished _______ if he had been a dream.13. as

We'll make this conversation _______ short _______ we can.14. as as
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He threw a whole flagon of liquor wilfully upon the waning faggots, and in
a moment fiz, splutter, and smoke proclaimed that the warfare of the
elements, _______ many others, had ended in the destruction of both the
contending belligerents.

15.

like

His private character was _______ pure _______ his public career was
glorious.
16. as as

At last when even her tutor Raymond beseeches her to forget Edgardo
and, _______ the others, believes him to be faithless, Lucia consents to the
sacrifice.

17.
like

There is no such thing _______ caste now.18. as

He rallied, swept on again, swarming over the canal banks and close up
into the outer Masnières' defences; but on his lines hailed a rapid fire from the
Normans, the _______ of which he had never deemed possible.

19.

like

_______ he did so he became a new personality.20. As
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